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Abstract

Purpose: Two-colour computerised perimetry is a technique developed for assess-

ing cone- and rod-function at fixed background luminances in retinal disease.

However, the state of adaptation during testing is unknown but crucial in the

interpretation of results. We therefore aimed to determine the adaptational state

of rod- and cone-mechanisms in two-colour perimetry.

Methods: Sensitivity to 480 nm (blue) and 640 nm (red) Goldmann size V targets

was determined for 10 normal subjects aged 16 to 46 years at 17 locations in the

central 60 degrees of the visual field under scotopic conditions and then from

−1.5 log cd m−2 to 2 log cd m−2 (white background) in 0.5 log unit steps. Data

were fitted with threshold versus intensity (tvi) functions of the form logT = logT0

+ log ((A + A0)/A0)
n.

Results: No clear rod-cone break was observed for 640 nm stimuli. For 480 nm

stimuli, transition from rod-detection to cone-detection occurred at mesopic illu-

mination levels, where rod adaptation approached Weber behaviour. Cone detec-

tion mechanisms did not display Weber-like adaptation until the background

luminance approached 1 log cd.m−2. Diseases resulting in a “filter effect” - includ-

ing disorders of the photoreceptors - are therefore predicted to affect sensitivity

when rod function is probed with short-wavelength targets under scotopic condi-

tions, but less so under mesopic conditions. Filter effects are similarly anticipated

to affect cone function measured using long-wavelength targets under mesopic

conditions (e.g., during microperimetry), but less so under photopic conditions.

Conclusions: Asymmetries in adaptation in automated two-colour perimetry are

predicted to artefactually favour the detection of losses in rod sensitivity under

scotopic conditions and cones under mesopic conditions.

Introduction

Two-colour automated perimetry is a tool initially devel-

oped in the 1980s for separating rod- and cone-mediated

responses in patients with inherited retinal degenera-

tions.1,2 It typically involves testing of the visual field with

large short-wavelength (e.g., Goldmann size V, blue) �
long-wavelength (e.g., Goldmann size V, red) targets under

scotopic conditions to isolate the rods.1,2 Long-wavelength

(e.g., Goldmann size V or III, red) targets presented on a

white background under photopic conditions (typically

10 cd m−2) are subsequently used to suppress the rods and

isolate the cones.1,2 Analysis of spectral sensitivities suggests

that each of these paradigms isolates the mechanism of

interest by at least 2 log units (20 dB) in normal observers

(assuming scotopic perimetry is conducted with only

short-wavelength targets; under scotopic conditions, long-

wavelength targets at >640 nm isolate the cones poorly).3

However, testing at more than two wavelengths may be

required to definitively determine the mechanism being

probed in patients with retinal disease.3 Similarly, this tech-

nique may be cautiously extended to study cone- and rod-

function under the mesopic conditions employed in

microperimetry.3
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It had previously been assumed that the visual system

would demonstrate similar spectral sensitivity to the Com-

mission Internationale de l´Eclairage (CIE) V0λ (scotopic

spectral sensitivity) function under scotopic perimetric

conditions.1,2 Correspondingly, it has been implicitly

assumed that the visual system would display similar sensi-

tivity to the CIE Vλ (photopic spectral sensitivity) function

under photopic perimetric conditions.1,2 However, spectral

sensitivity for centrally presented targets on neutral adapt-

ing fields departs from the CIE Vλ function, reflecting

detection by colour-opponent mechanisms.4 Simian peri-

metric data initially suggested that intrusion by colour-op-

ponent mechanisms occurs in clinical perimetry.5 More

recently, it has been demonstrated in humans that at extra-

foveal locations, a luminance (M + L-cone) mechanism

largely dictates behaviour under photopic conditions; how-

ever, at the very centre of the visual field, opponent pro-

cesses contribute substantially to target detection.3

Similarly, the state of retinal adaptation in two-colour

perimetry has been implicitly assumed to reflect data

obtained at the fovea using different psychophysical tech-

niques to those employed in modern computerised perime-

try. With the notable exception of short-wavelength

automated perimetry (SWAP),6 adaptation has been largely

overlooked in the context of automated perimetric tech-

niques to isolate rods from cones (and vice versa), such as

two-colour perimetry. Whilst largely ignored, this remains

an important issue because inequalities in adaptation may

result in spurious conclusions regarding the selectivity of

pathology when testing at fixed background luminances, as

is the case in clinical testing.7 Because two-colour perimetry

has been used to infer the selective effects (if any) of retinal

pathology on the rod- and cone-mediated pathways, it is

crucial to understand not only the mechanisms contribut-

ing to target detection, but also their state of adaptation.

In conventional white-on-white photopic perimetry,

background luminances are deliberately chosen to be close

to where Weber’s law holds (“Weber adaptation”),8,9 as this

helps to negate the effects of certain extraneous variables,

such as pupil size (as outlined below). It will be noted,

however, that some conjecture exists as to whether the

commonly employed background luminance of 10 cd m−2

is sufficient to provide such adaptation.10,11 Leaving this

latter issue aside, Weber’s law states:

K ¼ΔI=I

where K is a constant and ΔI is the change in luminance

required for the subject to see the target against a back-

ground of luminance I. Weber’s law predicts that phenom-

ena which exert a so-called “filter effect” (i.e., which

simultaneously and equally attenuate the target and back-

ground luminance), such as pupil size and media

absorption, will not affect the recorded threshold unless

they bring the background luminance to levels where

Weber’s law breaks down.8 In conventional white-on-white

perimetry, where we want to avoid variations in sensitivity

through these so-called “filter effects”, using background

luminances that place the visual system in a state where

Weber’s law holds is advantageous. However, tests that

employ lower luminance levels (i.e., below those where

Weber’s law holds) will be vulnerable to such perturba-

tions, and sensitivity estimates will decrease as a conse-

quence of processes that lead to an increased “filter effect”.7

Models of sensitivity loss from receptoral and post-recep-

toral pathology developed by Hood and colleagues antici-

pate that receptoral defects (so-called “d1 loss” and “d2
loss”) will result in a “filter effect”.12 This is reflected by an

upwards and rightwards shift of the threshold versus inten-

sity (tvi) curve. Post- receptoral pathology (“d3 loss”), by

contrast, is predicted to result in an upwards translation of

the curve. We reasoned that adaptational state has particu-

lar relevance to two-colour perimetry, where rod sensitivity

is probed at absolute threshold (i.e., where threshold is

independent of background luminance), whilst cone sensi-

tivity is determined at higher light levels, where some

degree of adaptation is anticipated.

With renewed interest in functional biomarkers for

inherited retinal disease as the result of emerging treat-

ments, it is crucial to explore precisely how the results of

two-colour perimetry should be interpreted.3 Although the

mechanisms governing stimulus detection under the condi-

tions used in two-colour perimetry have been established

in simians5 and humans,3 their adaptational state under

such conditions remains unknown. We therefore aimed to

generate threshold versus intensity (tvi) functions for

short- and long-wavelength targets at luminance levels

spanning those employed for clinical two-colour perimetry

to address this question. We hypothesised that Weber’s law

would break down for cones under the mesopic illumina-

tion conditions typically employed with clinical

microperimetry (and therefore at lower, scotopic light

levels). Furthermore, we predicted that Weber’s law would

hold for rods and cones under the photopic conditions

used in conventional white-on-white/red-on-white perime-

try. In turn, we reasoned that adaptational asymmetries

introduced through clinical testing at a fixed background

luminance would be predicted to lead to biases in the

detection of functional defects by two-colour perimetry in

disease processes which lead to a “filter effect”.

Methods

A total of 10 subjects aged 16 to 45 years undertook this

study, which was approved by the Institutional Review

Board and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of
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Helsinki. All subjects had a corrected visual acuity of 6/6
(logMAR 0.0) or better, normal ophthalmic examinations

and had normal red-green colour vision as screened by the

Ishihara Test for Colour Blindness. All subjects were in

good systemic health and were not taking any medications

with known ocular or neurological side-effects. Before test-

ing, the subject’s pupils were dilated with 1% tropicamide

and 2.5% phenylephrine. Testing was conducted monocu-

larly in the right eye with the MonCVOne Perimeter

(MetroVision, www.metrovision.fr) in a specially designed

dark-room with calibration checks performed with an

Ocean Insight USB4000 spectroradiometer (www.oceanin

sight.com). The MonCVOne perimeter consists of a white

Ganzfeld bowl of 30 cm radius; LEDs provide the back-

ground illuminant of the instrument, and an optical system

is used to project LED stimuli onto the bowl. Testing com-

menced under scotopic conditions after 20 min of dark

adaptation, and a total of 17 points in the central 60° of the
visual field were tested. These included the point of fixation

(Cartesian coordinates 0°, 0°) as well as stimuli along the

diagonal points included in the 30-2 Humphrey Visual

Field Test (�3°, �3°;�9°, �9°; �15°; �15°; �21°, �21°;
see Figure 1).3 Threshold was determined for blue

(480 nm) and red (640 nm) Goldmann size V (1.7° diame-

ter circular) targets, which are produced by placing nar-

row-band interference filters in the optical pathway of the

projected stimuli (10 nm full-width at half-maximum).

Threshold was determined using a 4-2-2 dB interleaved

staircase algorithm similar to that described previously.3,13

Two test runs were performed prior to commencement of

the experiment and breaks were permitted between tests,

according to the subject’s preference. Once measurements

were completed under scotopic conditions, a neutral

(white) background was added at −1.5 log (photopic) cd

m−2 and testing repeated for both stimulus wavelengths

(CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram co-ordinates of the back-

ground x = 0.329, y = 0.338; constant down to −2.9 log cd
m−2). Background intensity was subsequently increased in

0.5 log unit increments up to 2 log cd m−2, and testing was

repeated at each intensity for each stimulus wavelength.

After the completion of testing, background and threshold

values were converted into trolands, based upon averaged

automated pupil size measurements using the MonCVOne

perimeter and known luminance values. Data were then fit-

ted using a least-squares method in GraphPad Prism

(www.graphpad.com) with tvi curves of the form:

logT¼ logT0þ logððAþA0Þ=A0Þn

where T is threshold, T0 is absolute threshold, A is back-

ground intensity, A0 is the "dark-light" constant and n is a

gain constant (n = 0.5 reflects DeVries-Rose adaptation,

n = 1 reflects Weber adaptation and n > 1 reflects satura-

tion).14 The best fitting model, in terms of T0, A0, and n,

was based upon the adjusted R2 at each fitted test eccentric-

ity. Although subjective appearance of stimuli has been

used to identify detecting mechanisms,15 we assumed their

identity based upon previous experiments of spectral sensi-

tivity at fixed background intensities under scotopic, meso-

pic and photopic conditions.3 Where our previous

experiments suggest transition from rod- to M + L detec-

tion (and from M + L detection to M vs L detection at the

fovea) between these fixed background light levels, the

model was constrained to assume that transition from one

mechanism to another occurred at an intermediate light

level. In the case of long-wavelength scotopic test data out-

side of fixation, we assumed equal sensitivity in rods and

cones to the stimulus.3 For the purposes of analysis, we

combined data from the same eccentricities within supero-

nasal, supero-temporal, infero-nasal and infero-temporal

fields, which thus implicitly assumes near-identical adapta-

tion and transitions between mechanisms in these quad-

rants.

Results

The average total testing time was 90 min. The average val-

ues for T0, A0 and n at each stimulus location for each tar-

get wavelength are summarised in Table 1. As anticipated,

cone-mediated values for T0 were lowest for foveally-pre-

sented targets, as was A0; the value for n at the point of fixa-

tion for the M + L mechanism approached 1. However, it

was on average slightly lower at the more peripheral

Figure 1. Perimetric test locations (black circles) projected onto a fun-

dus image of a normal patient (target size not to scale). Axes represent

eccentricity in degrees.
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stimulus locations, in keeping with observations in simi-

ans.5 Similarly – and consistent with previous observations

– the value for n was less than 1 for the rod system16 and

the M vs L-opponent mechanism.14,17 For 640 nm Gold-

mann size V targets presented under scotopic conditions,

rods and cones were assumed to be equally sensitive, except

at the point of fixation3 (though it will be noted that pre-

ceding bleaching protocols can be used to suppress rod

responses and explore absolute cone threshold).18 Thresh-

old versus intensity functions for background luminances

between −1.5 log cd m−2 and 2 log cd m−2 measured at the

point of fixation were biphasic (Figure 2). Based upon pre-

vious experiments to determine spectral sensitivities at

fixed intensities under scotopic, mesopic and photopic con-

ditions, we conclude that this results from a transition

between detection by an additive M- + L-cone mechanism

at lower luminances to an opponent M- vs L-cone mecha-

nism at higher luminances.3 At more peripheral locations

(Figure 3a-d) for backgrounds between −1.5 log cd m−2

and 2 log cd m−2, increment threshold curves for 640 nm

targets were monophasic, and reflect detection by an addi-

tive M + L-cone mechanism.3 Increment threshold func-

tions for 480 nm Goldmann size V targets, by contrast,

were best described by biphasic fits at all stimulus locations

(Figure 3a-d) with a break occurring at mesopic illumina-

tions levels, except for the point of fixation where they were

triphasic (Figure 1). Based again on our previous observa-

tions of spectral sensitivity at fixed background intensities,

we conclude that the initial portion of the peripheral bipha-

sic curves reflects detection by the rods and that the first

break indicates transition to detection by the M + L-cone

mechanism.3 This break was poorly defined at (�15°,
�15°) and (�21°, �21°), where the model was constrained

to fit two curves (the second having the same A0 value as

the parallel curve for the 640 nm target, as the same mecha-

nism is assumed to govern detection).3 At the point of fixa-

tion, the rod-/M + L-cone break was observed at lower

mesopic background levels. Furthermore, a second break

was found at the point of fixation at low photopic levels.

This is consistent with transition from detection by the

M + L-cone mechanism to the M vs L-opponent mecha-

nism (Figure 2).3 The cone adaptation functions did not

display Weber behaviour until the background luminance

approached 1 log cd m−2.

Discussion

Previous experiments using fixed background intensities

have demonstrated that scotopic perimetry with blue Gold-

mann size V stimuli isolates the rods1,2 and red Goldmann

size V stimuli presented on a white 1 log cd m−2 back-

ground isolates cone-mediated mechanisms.3 The current

experiments establish the state of retinal adaptation under

these and intermediate conditions. Our adaptation data

have important − although easily overlooked − implica-

tions for the interpretation of results of tests performed

under clinical conditions using fixed background intensi-

ties.

As stated earlier, so-called filter effects may alter thresh-

olds when testing under conditions where Weber’s law does

not hold.10,11 The most obvious “filter effects” are pre-re-

ceptoral in nature and include variations in pupil size and

ocular media transmission. It has been proposed that

receptoral disease will result in a filter effect (d1 or d2 loss)

and optic nerve disease will result in so-called d3 loss.12

However, the empirical evidence to date from a variety of

psychophysical approaches suggests that “retinal” and “op-

tic nerve” disease can produce isolated d1/d2 or d3 loss in

some patients, whilst in others, mixed loss occurs (although

d1/d2 or d3 mechanism loss respectively may predomi-

nate).7,12,19,20 This may reflect the fact that diseases of the

outer retina also result in inner retinal remodeling21 and

that optic neuropathies (such as glaucoma) may also

involve the outer retina/photoreceptors.22 For example,

previous studies of absolute threshold and low photopic

threshold testing at limited fixed locations, or for large

fields, in glaucoma have illustrated that a filter effect may

Table 1. Summary of values for T0 and A0 at fixation and averaged at

�3°, �3°, �9°, �9°, �15°, �15°, �21°, �21°. Values are in log tro-

land.* Constrained to be equal to the value for the red stimulus

Location Mechanism Red Blue

Fixation Rods NA T0 = −3.3
Cones T0 = −2.2,

A0 = 1.0 n = 0.94

T0 = −2.5, A0 = 1.0

n = 0.94

T0 = −1.9,
A0 = 1.6 n = 0.74

T0 = −2.3, A0 = 1.2

n = 0.73

�3∘,�3∘ Rods * T0 = −4.2,
A0 = −1.5 n = 0.70

Cones T0 = −2.1,
A0 = 1.3 n = 0.79

T0 = −2.4, A0 = 1.3

n = 0.83

�9∘,�9∘ Rods * T0 = −4.2,
A0 = −0.94
n = 0.89

Cones T0 = −1.8,
A0 = 1.3 n = 0.82

T0 = −2.4, A0 = 1.3

n = 0.95

�15∘,
�15∘

Rods * T0 = −4.2,
A0 = −1.1 n = 0.83

Cones T0 = −1.6,
A0 = 1.3 n = 0.85

T0 = −2.3, A0 = 1.3*
n = 0.94

�21∘,
�21∘

Rods * T0 = −4.1,
A0 = −1.2 n = 0.82

Cones T0 = −1.4,
A0 = 1.5 n = 0.92

T0 = −1.9, A0 = 1.5*
n = 0.94

*Rod and cone thresholds for 640 nm targets co-incident under sco-

topic conditions.3
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Figure 2. Threshold versus background retinal illuminance at the point of fixation for Goldmann Size V targets (480 nm - blue dots; 640 nm - red

dots) presented on a white background. Data are fitted with tvi curves (see text). Vertical dashed lines from left to right indicate retinal illuminances

for standard mesopic perimetry (3.2 cd m−2 background) and standard photopic perimetry (10 cd m−2 background) through a natural and a dilated

pupil, respectively. The diagonal dashed line indicates Weber adaptation.

Figure 3. Threshold versus background retinal illuminance averaged at (�3°, �3°; a), (�9°, �9°; b), (�15°, �15°; c), (�21°, �21°; d) for Goldmann

Size V targets presented on a white background (480 nm - blue dots; 640 nm - red dots). Data are fitted with tvi curves (see text). Vertical dashed

lines from left to right indicate retinal illuminances for standard mesopic perimetry (3.2 cd m−2 background) and standard photopic perimetry (10 cd

m−2 background) through a natural and a dilated pupil, respectively. The diagonal dashed line indicates Weber adaptation.
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be at play in glaucomatous optic neuropathy.23,24 This is

despite the fact that optic nerve disease has been hypothe-

sised to result in so-called d3 loss, which is proposed to

result in an upwards translation of the tvi curve. The filter

effect has also previously been invoked to account for the

apparent vulnerability of the S-cone system to pathol-

ogy.7,25 The hypothesis has been directly tested by Kalloni-

atis and Harwerth with respect to S-cone mediated

sensitivity loss in primates, where increment threshold test-

ing was performed both before, and after, photic insult.7

Their study concluded that the filter-effect could account

for a significant proportion (but not all) of S-cone deficits

measured psychophysically under conditions where back-

ground luminance is fixed.7 In contrast, Greenstein and

colleagues’26 increment threshold data in patients with

retinitis pigmentosa (genotype unknown) and diabetic

retinopathy do not directly support a filter-like effect in the

S-cone system, although their clinical approach could not

cover the same extensive range of background conditions

employed by Kalloniatis and Harwerth.7 In clinical perime-

try, there are limited data on the applicability of the d1/d2
and d3 models of sensitivity loss. Seiple and colleagues27

found that 8 of 15 retinitis pigmentosa patients (genotype

unknown) demonstrated losses in photopic perimetric sen-

sitivity consistent with d1 loss; those with diabetic macular

oedema demonstrated d3 loss. Herse19 employed Medmont

perimetry to study non-exudative age-related macular

degeneration (ARMD) and glaucoma using the tvi tech-

nique: the results supported a d1 mechanism loss in non-

exudative ARMD and a d3 mechanism loss in glaucoma.

For the case of two-colour perimetry with Goldman size

V stimuli, the scotopic portion of testing with a short wave-

length target will be vulnerable to variations introduced via

filter effects. Under mesopic conditions where the rods dis-

play Weber-like adaptation, their sensitivity is predicted to

be largely independent of such filter effects.3 For long wave-

length targets presented under mesopic conditions, cone-

mediated sensitivity will be vulnerable to so-called filter

effects. However, for photopic perimetric conditions, such

as the commonly employed 1 log cd.m-2 white background,

our results suggest that cone sensitivity will be largely inde-

pendent of filter effects as their adaptation approaches

Weber behaviour at this luminance (unless of course the

“filter” effectively reduces the background luminance to

levels below that which Weber’s law holds). It will be noted

that microperimetric approaches to two-colour perimetry

may either employ mesopic or scotopic backgrounds.28 In

contrast to the approach generally employed with Ganz-

feld-bowl based perimeters,1,2 microperimeters employ

Goldman size III stimuli. Although our study is limited in

not directly determining thresholds for Goldmann size III

stimuli, reduction in stimulus size is predicted to result in a

vertical translation of the tvi curve, i.e., T0 will increase, but

A0 and n are anticipated to be unaltered. Therefore, identi-

cal caveats with respect to fixed luminances, as outlined

above, are anticipated to apply to both Goldman size V and

size III stimuli.

If not interpreted correctly, non-specific changes might

be mistaken for selective impairment of one class of pho-

toreceptor when fixed background intensities are used.

Figure 4. Predicted “d1” sensitivity loss (relative log luminance) versus background intensity (relative log luminance) depicted as a dotted line for

rods (purple) and cones (green). Normal sensitivity is plotted as a solid line for rods (purple) and cones (green). d1 sensitivity loss results in equal

upward and rightward translation of the tvi curve such that the Weber portions of the adaptation curves are co-incident (dotted and dot-dash lines).

Consequently, tests performed under conditions where Weber’s law holds will not uncover this sensitivity loss (right vertical dotted line), whilst tests

conducted at, and near, absolute threshold will detect such losses (left vertical dotted line). See text for details.
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Furthermore, it may even lead to misidentification of the

predominately affected mechanism. As noted above,

depression in sensitivity from disease processes involving

the photoreceptors, including their loss and dysfunction

(regardless of mechanism; so-called “d1 loss” or “d2 loss”)
12

are predicted to have a “filter effect” on tvi functions. Such

losses lead to identical geometric changes in T0 and A0 (i.e.,

arithmetic changes when converted to log10 units). There-

fore, a hypothetical non-selective generalised loss of 50% of

the rod- and cone-function will be predicted to result in a

0.3 log unit upwards and rightward translation of the tvi

function (see Figure 4). Thus, we would anticipate a

decrease in sensitivity of 0.3 log units for 480 nm targets

under scotopic conditions, but not for 640 nm targets pre-

sented against a white background at 1 log cd.m-2. Further-

more, in instances of disease preferentially involving cones,

there may still be apparent selective loss of rod function

with two-colour perimetry. For example, if we have a 90%

loss of cone function, but a 50% loss of rod function, then

the same testing conditions would paradoxically demon-

strate selective rod involvement (Figure 4). Although test-

ing cone function at absolute threshold is superficially

attractive, in this context it provides poor isolation except

at the point of fixation.3 Consequently, care needs to be

taken when attempting to determine the selectivity of dis-

ease processes using two-colour perimetry under fixed

background luminances because of the observed inequali-

ties in adaptation.

Our results therefore suggest that disease processes

resulting in filter effect — either at a pre-receptoral (e.g.,

ocular media, pupil size) or at the receptoral level would

result in preferential losses in sensitivity when assessed at

absolute threshold. Because two-colour perimetric para-

digms typically assess rod function at absolute threshold,

and cone function where Weber’s law holds, this technique

will artefactually favour the detection of rod abnormalities.

The differential effects of adaptation might account for the

observation that rod thresholds – as assessed by two-colour

perimetry - are disproportionately affected by Stargardt’s

disease.29 This is despite evidence to suggest that mutations

in the causative ABCA4 gene impair cones more than

rods,30 and that sensitivity loss for cones is greater than

rods at absolute threshold.31

In summary, conventional two-colour perimetry — in

which scotopic sensitivity is first determined with short-

and long-wavelength stimuli, followed by photopic testing

against a white 10cd.m-2 background — places the rods at a

selective disadvantage. Our results suggest that further

exploration of d1/d2 and d3 mechanism loss is warranted

in humans with retinal disease to better understand the

mechanisms of topographical losses in cone- and rod-me-

diated function. This could be combined with modern

imaging techniques, such as optical coherence tomography

and adaptive optics imaging32 and correlated with molecular

genetics in the case of inherited retinal diseases.
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